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thank you for your interest
CONSIDER THIS BRIEF
INTRODUCTORY PRIMER AS
YOUR CALL FOR STORIES IN
THIS DEVELOPING UNIVERSE.

We hope you are inspired and excited about
the universe that we at Budgie Smuggler
Games are launching in June. As an integral
part of our content plan for the launch, we
are eager to share stories in this universe to
help set the stage.
BSG is currently accepting pitches for
our first digital anthology. We want to tell
‘slice of life’ stories within the Renegade
Legion Universe in advance of our planned
summer Kickstarter campaign. It’s our goal
that readers wish to spend more time with
us after reading these stories, and that
they feel inspired tell their own through our
game line.

We want you to join us in weaving these
narratives, and to feel empowered as
creators so that you look forward to
continuing to explore and populate this
universe with us.
For this anthology, Budgie Smuggler Games
is paying $500 per accepted story, with 50%
paid upon delivery of the first complete
draft. Remainder will be paid upon delivery
of final edited version.
We actively encourage all writers, especially

from diverse voices and underrepresented
groups, to submit story pitches. Please take a
moment to read through the rest of this quick
peek at the Renegade Legion Universe. When
you’re ready, submit your story idea of up to
300 words, as well as your contact info (email
and social media handles) and a link to your
website, portfolio, or a sample of your work
to submissions@budgiesmugglergames.com
by March 14, 2021.

our upcoming renegade legion properties
Renegade Legion encompasses tabletop and roleplaying games set in the 75th century.
Humanity, led by the TOG, has spread throughout the galaxy & absorbed many alien species.
Opposed are the human Renegades and the Union, an alliance of humans & aliens fighting to
remain free.
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welcome to the rl universe
W E ’ R E T H R I L L E D T H AT Y O U ’ R E
INTERESTED IN SHAPING THE
RENEGADE LEGION UNIVERSE

In the closing years of the 75th century,
humanity has spread throughout the Milky
Way and the many interstellar alien species
that also inhabit the galaxy. Under the rule
of the monolithic TOG, humanity has spread
from Tellus -- Old Earth -- to become the
dominant sentient species on the road to
galactic conquest. Opposing their spread
is the Union, a collection of independent
human and alien nations fiercely determined
to remain free in the starry wilds beyond the

galactic core where mystery, opportunity,
and glory await. At its core, the Renegade
Legion Universe revolves around the
personal stories of beings living in a
universe defined by centuries of conflict
between the TOG and the Union. Here,
even the smallest decisions could change
the course of interstellar history.
The RLU is an immersive universe of
complex cultures, future science, humanity,
and fantastic alien species, all pursuing their
galactic destiny. With unlimited space and
worlds to explore, opportunities for every
story imaginable exist to be explored.

these are some of the 7th - gen species found in the rl universe
HUMANITY
Both the homo sapiens and xeno
sapiens variety.
OLIN
An aquatic species homogenized
with Union humanity; the Olin are
experts in space with a massive
Leviathan fleet.
AT I N A
Cross a hippo and a lizard, make
them boisterous and physical with
a smidge of introspection, and
you have an Atina.

AVILES
A lizard-like centaur using AI for
translation comprises multiple
fractious cultures. Considered the
experts in interstellar trade.
MASERU
Five-eyed bipeds who believe
they are the pinnacle of evolution
and are excellent pilots.
Haughtiness is considered a
positive trait.

ZARZAL
Excessively xenophobic species
guarding the pathway to the
Other Side of the Galaxy, the
Zarzal possess a radical biology,
with ten paired arms, toxically
chitinous skin, and parallel torsos.
WICKLOW
A colonial organism made of a
dominant queen and thousands
of workers. Each Wicklow mass
can shape-change at will to meet
situational needs.
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rl visual inspiration
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drivers of the rl universe
T H E D R I V I N G Q U E S T I O N I S : W H AT
D O E S I T M E A N T O B E S E N T I E N T,
AS A HUMAN OR ANOTHER SPECIES?

There are three main ‘factions’ in this setting: the
TOG, the Union, and the Renegades. All three
answer that question in distinctly different ways.
THE TOG

The TOG’s primary driver is to reshape the galaxy’s fundamental
form into its image. Conquered societies undergo a generationsspanning assimilation process based on the enlightened concept of
‘being human.’ Fully assimilated civilizations are considered human,
regardless of homo or xeno physiology, when they seamlessly accept
human culture, norms, values, and perspectives. The TOG celebrates
the infinite diversity of humanity’s countless cultural identities,
embracing every social construct so long as they fall under the
umbrella of being human. It is this philosophy that defines the TOG’s
thirst for conquest of all sentient life.

THE UNION

A disparate (and sometimes divisive) alliance of various species,
including human groups who have fled the TOG or colonized
well beyond its inexorable spread. Old prejudices, perceptions,
and other cultural aspects still thrive even as the Union focuses
on one goal: opposing the TOG’s monolithic expansion and
assimilation policies, often through violence.

THE RENEGADES

A recently defected portion of the TOG army that has aligned its
strength in a tenuous détente with the Union. Under suspicion
by their new allies, considered traitors by their former comradesat-arms and trying to build a home among those they so recently
conquered, the Renegades are forging a new identity and future
in a galaxy beset by violence.
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story opportunities
W I T H T H E T E N S O F T H O U S A N D S O F W O R L D S O F O U R M I L K Y WAY A S
P O T E N T I A L S E T T I N G S , T H E N A R R AT I V E P E R M U TAT I O N S A R E E N D L E S S .

For this first anthology, we aim to explore unexpected genres and themes within this sciencefiction setting through the driving question of what it means to be truly alive. This is just a small
example of theme and plot ideas:

ACTION

ROMANCE

Pilots and troopers amid battle, spies succeeding

Illicit and ill-fated marriages and arrangements of political

or failing their critical missions, struggling against a

convenience, regretted actions, socially beneficial

dangerous new flora/fauna, invaluable archive heists…

partnerships, star-crossed lovers bridging the classes and
navigating complex social structures…

ADVENTURE

Exploring the unknown, first contact, discovering
ancient artifacts, fighting an assimilation team, leading a
rebellion, life on a 17 km world-killing warship…

HORROR

THRILLER

Wild and narrow escapes, measured plans gone horribly
awry, discovered plots, palace or guild intrigue, coercion,
deception, far-reaching conspiracies…

Gothic, xenocrime investigation, dangers from planetary
expeditions, scavenging abandoned spacewrecks…

Y O U N G A D U LT

Exploring any of the above genres but through a younger
MYSTERY

Ancient secrets, modern betrayals, family skeletons
hidden away, mysterious deaths, treasonous plots,

reader and protagonist’s eyes, and with age-appropriate
themes and presentation.

defections, subterfuge, and corporate espionage…

Don’t worry about telling the grand, universe-shaking stories just yet We’ll get to those. Right
now, our focus is to show how immersive and expansive the RLU is through ‘slice of life’ stories.
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process & expectations
submission details
For this digital anthology, we are looking
for stories between 5,000 and 7,000 words.
If your pitch idea is accepted, you will then
sign an NDA and standard work-for-hire

PAY S C A L E

Budgie Smuggler Games is paying $500 per accepted story,
with 50% paid upon delivery of first complete draft. Remainder
will be paid upon delivery of the final edited version.

contract. Once those are received, we will
provide a more comprehensive Universe
Primer so you can better outline your story.
If we accept your outline, you are free to
begin writing. We will also provide any other
details and resources you will need for your
draft submission and subsequent edits.

TIMELINE

March 01

Call for entries published

March 14

Initial pitches due

March 19

Accepted pitches receive NDA & RLU Primer

April 09

First complete draft due

April 19

Edits returned

April 26

Final version due

budgie smuggler games
Budgie Smuggler Games has several core
principles, three of which are central to our
approach to building our writing team and

NO TOLERANCE FOR INTOLERANCE

We do not tolerate hate speech, dog whistles, inciting
violence, exclusion, segregation, or insensitivity.

our larger community. For more information,
please reach out to us.

R E S P E C T F O R C U LT U R E S

BSG will always seek advice on representing other
cultures with respect, as well as avoiding tokenism and
EMPOWERMENT OF DIVERSE VOICES

stereotyping. We commit to properly acknowledging,

We want to be a platform for underrepresented voices

honoring, respecting and compensating those who

to communicate their work and stories authentically.

provide the guidance and input to allow BSG to do so.
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